Executive Summary

Advances in communications and information technology create new opportunities for organizations to build and manage virtual teams. Such teams are composed of employees with unique skills, located at a distance from each other, who must collaborate to accomplish important organizational tasks. Based on a comprehensive set of interviews with a subset of team members, team leaders, general managers, and executives on 65 virtual teams at Sabre, Inc.—an innovative organization in the travel industry—we identify five challenges that organizations can expect to encounter in establishing, maintaining, and supporting virtual teams, e.g., building trust, cohesion, and team identity, and overcoming isolation among virtual team members. Both leaders and members of virtual teams face particular difficulties in selecting team members who have the balance of technical and interpersonal skills and abilities required to work virtually and in evaluating the performance of individuals and teams working in virtual space. Examination of Sabre’s strategies for coping with each challenge should be instructive to other organizations using or considering virtual teams.

Off the coast of Mexico, a team of five people struggles to stay afloat on a raft they assembled on shore. Waves crash around them, their raft begins to tip over, and two members fall into the sea. A third member helps the submerged members back onto the raft. Finally, the raft is righted and the team paddles furiously onward.

While this might sound like a scene from a reality TV show, these events are actually part of team-building at Sabre, Inc. for its virtual teams. The crashing waves symbolize unanticipated and rapid change, the construction of the raft from everyday materials demonstrates creativity and resourcefulness, and the entire exercise shows that you either sink or swim as a team. Just one year earlier, virtual team members at Sabre had spent three days in face-to-face team-building activities designed to launch a division-wide virtual teams initiative. This raft exercise reinforced the knowledge and skills learned in earlier teambuilding. We examine the challenges of building and managing virtual teams and present five important lessons learned from Sabre’s experience.

Virtual Teams: Origins and Trends

While work teams were used in the U.S. as early as the 1960s, the widespread use of teams and quality circles began in the Total Quality Management movement of the 1980s. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, many companies implemented self-managing or empowered work teams. To cut bureaucracy, reduce cycle time, and improve service, line-level employees took on decision-making and problem-solving responsibilities traditionally reserved for management. By the mid-1990s, increasing numbers of companies such as Goodyear, Motorola, Texas Instruments, and General Electric had begun exporting the team concept to their foreign affiliates in Asia, Europe, and Latin America to integrate global human resource practices. Now, due to communication technology improvements and continued globalization, virtual teams have increased rapidly worldwide.

Virtual teams are groups of people who work interdependently with shared purpose across space, time, and organization boundaries using technology to communicate and collaborate.
ners may be located across a country or across the world, rarely meet face-to-face, and include members from different cultures. Many virtual teams are cross-functional and emphasize solving customer problems or generating new work processes. Virtual work allows organizations to combine the best expertise regardless of geographic location.

Due to employee travel restrictions resulting from the 2001–2002 recession and the events of September 11, 2001, virtual teaming will likely increase exponentially. This increase will parallel that of telecommuters, or employees who work from remote locations and communicate electronically. Two out of three Fortune 500 companies currently employ telecommuters. The United States Labor Department reported that 19 million people worked from home online or from another location in 2001, and the GartnerGroup estimated that by 2002 over 100 million people worldwide will be working outside traditional offices. While many organizations have embraced virtual teaming, little is known, beyond anecdotal evidence and conventional wisdom, about what makes virtual teams work or even how they differ from face-to-face teams.

**Virtual teaming will likely increase exponentially.**

Anthony Townsend and colleagues (August 1998) first discussed in detail the concept of virtual teams for *The Executive*. The authors defined virtual teams, specified why they have become popular, discussed communication technologies, and provided preliminary guidelines for building virtual teams. More recently in *The Executive* (August 2000), Wayne Cascio examined virtual workplaces more generally, discussing the disadvantages of virtual teaming and methods for training team members and leaders. Building on and extending this work, we examined specific challenges encountered by virtual team leaders and members. Much of the previous virtual-teams research emanated from anecdotal evidence or case studies. We comprehensively studied a large number of cross-functional virtual teams in a high-technology company to challenge the prevailing conventional wisdom regarding virtual teams. To extract important lessons, we drew on our experiences with 65 cross-functional virtual teams at Sabre.

**Sabre, Inc: Business at Internet Speed**

In 1960, Sabre began as the computerized reservation system of American Airlines and is the inventor of electronic commerce for the travel industry. In March 2000, Sabre spun off from AMR (the parent company of American Airlines) and became 100 percent publicly traded. Headquartered in Dallas/Fort Worth, the company currently employs over 6,000 employees in 45 countries. Sabre processes over 400 million travel bookings annually (40 percent of the world's travel reservations) and is used by over 60,000 travel agents in 114 countries. Sabre also owns Travelocity.com, the world's leading online business-to-customer travel site; and it owns GetThere, the world's leading supplier of Web-based business-to-business travel reservation systems. Sabre's competitors include: Galileo (owned by Cendant Corporation), Worldspan (owned by Delta, Northwest, and TWA), and Amadeus (majority owned by Air France, Iberia, and Lufthansa). Major competitors of Sabre's Travelocity.com include Expedia.com and Orbitz.com.

Our research focused on executives, vice presidents, and virtual team leaders and members in Sabre's North American Sales and Service, Operations, and Financial Services Division. Sabre's 65 virtual teams are cross-functional, based in the U.S. and Canada, and often span several states or provinces. With over 500 members, they average about eight members per team. Virtual team members are located in both field and employee home offices and in the company's Texas headquarters. On each team, account executives sell reservation systems, field service technicians install systems, training representatives teach travel agents how to use the systems, installation operations coordinators schedule installation and training appointments, account management specialists handle customer billing and collection, and customer service representatives field inquiries throughout the process. Clearly, Sabre's virtual teams are highly interdependent. To coordinate activities, members communicate using e-mail, telephone, video conferencing, and Web-based conferencing.

Sabre switched from functionally based work teams to market-based, cross-functional virtual teams in 1999 to integrate different functions to improve customer responsiveness. Functional silos were limiting Sabre's ability to satisfy customers. For instance, from 1996 to 1998, Sabre's North American customer satisfaction ratings fell from a 79 percent satisfaction rate to 68 percent, while competitor ratings remained unchanged. The purpose of virtual teams was to strengthen customer focus to increase productivity, market share, and profitability.

Cross-functional virtual teams represent a specific, albeit common, type of virtual team. Indeed, there are many types of virtual teams, each presenting unique management challenges. For ex-
ample, global virtual teams must overcome cultural and communication barriers. Virtual teams assigned to accomplish specific projects often have high start-up costs. Some research on cross-functional teams has shown that as teams become more cross-functional, both positive team processes (e.g., information sharing, team task and strategy agreement, and flexibility) and outcomes such as unit performance decrease. The challenge for Sabre was to recognize obstacles confronting teams that are both cross-functional and virtual. Lessons learned from Sabre should apply to cross-functional virtual teams and other virtual teams that create synergies based on the special expertise of members in distant locations.

**Functional silos were limiting Sabre’s ability to satisfy customers.**

### The Dimensions of Virtuality

Sabre’s virtual teams are only moderately, and not completely, virtual. A virtual relationship is one that is primarily conducted using technology, but virtual teams vary in the degree to which this is the case. One dimension of virtuality is the proportion of time that team members work face-to-face compared to virtually. A second dimension is the proportion of team members at any one location. A third dimension is the proportion of time members devote to a virtual team compared to time spent on other duties. In some instances, individuals may work only a few hours a month on a virtual team project, while devoting most of their time to activities unrelated to virtual work.

Sabre’s virtual teams meet face-to-face only once a year. While about 15 percent of the members work at the same location, most teammates work at distant locations. Virtual team activity is the primary focus of each member. Accordingly, our findings could apply to other cross-functional virtual teams.

### Five Challenges of Virtual Teams

From our interviews with over 75 executives, team leaders, and team members, we uncovered some surprising insights about meeting the challenges of managing and working in virtual teams (we summarize our interview methodology in the Appendix). For each of the five challenges, we first present the conventional wisdom (i.e., what consultants and researchers are saying), we then highlight Sabre’s innovative responses, and finally we extract the lessons learned from Sabre that should help other organizations using virtual teams. Table 1 presents a summary of conventional wisdom, virtual team challenges, and lessons learned.

#### Challenge 1: Building Trust Within Virtual Teams

**Conventional wisdom:** Most consultants and researchers agree that building trust is the greatest challenge in creating successful virtual teams and organizations. Trust has been called the glue of the global workplace. As Charles Handy, author of “Trust and the Virtual Organization,” stated,

> Most of our organizations tend to be arranged on the assumption that people cannot be trusted or relied upon, even in tiny matters. It is unwise to trust people whom you do not know well, whom you have not observed in action over time, and who are not committed to the same goals. Trust needs touch... high tech has to be balanced by high touch to build high-trust organizations. Paradoxically, the more virtual an organization becomes, the more its people need to meet in person.

In Wayne Cascio’s Executive article on working virtually, he stated, “Lack of trust can undermine every other precaution taken to ensure successful virtual work arrangements.” Furthermore, Sirkka Jarvenpaa and her colleagues have stated, “In virtual organizations, trust requires constant face-to-face interaction—the very activity the virtual form eliminates.” The conclusion from conventional wisdom is that trust is very difficult to build and requires frequent face-to-face interaction. Thus, a specific challenge for virtual teams, compared to face-to-face teams, is the difficulty of building trust between team members who rarely, or never, see each other.

Our findings at Sabre, however, question this conventional thinking. Consider the following interview quotes about trust:

> When you are working with people you never see, you can develop trust, but you must respond to that person. Follow through. If you tell them you are going to get back to a customer, get back to them.

(Dallas/Fort Worth team member)

> I think trusting someone in a virtual team is linked directly to their work ethic. It is task first. The trust has been built through the task-based relationship that has evolved.

(Account executive)
**Table 1**

Conventional Wisdom, Virtual Team Challenges, and Lessons Learned from Sabre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional Wisdom</th>
<th>Virtual Team Challenge</th>
<th>Lessons Learned from Sabre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building trust in virtual teams is extremely difficult, given the limited face-to-face interaction.</td>
<td>Establishing trust based on performance consistency rather than social bonds.</td>
<td>• Rapid responses to virtual teammates foster trust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Establishing norms around communication patterns is key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Team leaders play important roles in reinforcing timeliness and consistency of team interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Levels of trust based on performance compensate for lack of social interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual teams will struggle with creating synergy.</td>
<td>Overcoming group-process losses associated with virtual teams.</td>
<td>• Extensive training in virtual teamwork helps overcome process loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Training in virtual team leadership, conflict management, and meetings management is particularly valuable for overcoming process loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Adaptation of decision-making software facilitates problem solving and decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual team members experience isolation and detachment.</td>
<td>Creating a virtual environment of inclusiveness and involvement.</td>
<td>• Consider individual differences in preferences for working virtually when selecting virtual team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Give virtual team members a realistic preview of the potential for feeling detached.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Team leaders play a critical role in maintaining continuous contact with remotely situated virtual team members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Redesign job assignments to provide virtual team members with occasional face-to-face customer contact to reduce isolation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Convene face-to-face meetings for virtual team members at company-sponsored conferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because of the need to communicate via information technology, selection of virtual team members overemphasizes technical skills and underemphasizes interpersonal and teamwork skills.</td>
<td>Identifying virtual team members who have a healthy balance of technical and interpersonal skills.</td>
<td>• Use behavioral interviewing techniques and simulations as part of the selection process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use panels of current virtual team members to help recruit and select new team members and ensure the appropriate balance of technical and interpersonal skills. The panel approach has the additional benefit of building support and facilitating socialization of the newly selected virtual team member.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment and development of virtual team members is very limited in the virtual team environment.</td>
<td>Establishing the appropriate quantitative and qualitative data for accurate assessment of virtual team members.</td>
<td>• Use of a comprehensive “balanced scorecard” approach provides valuable quantitative data on team performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitor group communication archives to assess subjective factors, including idea generation, leadership, and problem-solving skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use team-member peer reviews to assess contributions to team effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use “richer” communication media, including video conferencing, for performance evaluation feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify on-line training and development resources to address virtual team members’ knowledge, skills, and abilities in need of further improvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You gain the trust in people when they deliver what they promise, when all are contributing to the same idea and goal. I think that on a virtual team you start trusting each other when you start meeting those results and everybody has their role within the team and knows what their responsibility is and takes ownership to achieve results.

(Canadian team member)

We concluded that trust can be built virtually and does not require face-to-face interaction. The key
issue is the type of trust developed. For example, in face-to-face teams, members trust their teammates after spending time with them, sharing meals, discussing personal matters, or socializing outside work. People trust others when important information they share stays confidential. Researchers call this type of trust benevolent or interpersonal trust. In contrast, we found that trust in virtual teams grows through team member reliability, consistency, and responsiveness when dealing with team members and customers, or what is known as ability-based or task-based trust.

Lessons learned: One lesson learned is that building trust requires rapid responses to electronic communications from team members, reliable performance, and consistent follow-through. Unlike face-to-face teams, where trust develops based on social bonds formed by informal chats around the water cooler, impromptu meetings, or after-work gatherings, virtual team members establish trust based on predictable performance. Accordingly, team leaders should coach virtual team members to avoid long lags in responding, unilateral priority shifts, and failure to follow up on commitments. A team charter that explicitly identifies important types of team member behaviors (e.g., responding to all e-mails from team members within 24 hours) is a complementary strategy that leaders may use to develop trust among virtual team members. These actions will build strong team norms about types of behavior that foster trust.

Unlike face-to-face teams, where trust develops based on social bonds formed by informal chats around the water cooler, impromptu meetings, or after-work gatherings, virtual team members establish trust based on predictable performance.

Upon first glance, the challenge of building trust may seem typical for any team or organization. However, building trust is a unique challenge for virtual teams because managers cannot rely on past methods of trust-building based on social interaction, face-to-face meetings, and direct observations of fellow team member commitment. Working virtually magnifies and exacerbates trust issues confronting almost all teams. The need for a proactive approach to identifying and facilitating trust based on speed, consistency, and responsiveness of virtual team members is the first important lesson learned from Sabre.

Challenge 2: Maximizing Process Gains and Minimizing Process Losses on Virtual Teams

Conventional wisdom: Many researchers and consultants believe that the group-process gains (positive synergy) produced in face-to-face teams are more difficult to obtain in virtual teams and that process losses (negative synergy) are more likely. Cascio stated, "The major disadvantages of virtual teams are ... [that] the synergies that often accompany face-to-face communication [are lost]." In discussing telecommuting, Nancy Kurland and Dianne Bailey said, "Managers may find it difficult to create team synergy and to overcome the absence of informal, interactive learning." Beverly Geber stated that in order to convince executives to incur the expense of getting virtual team members face-to-face, "It's best to use the synergy ploy. Remind executives that often a company's best ideas are born out of chance encounters in a hallway or around a water cooler. Letting virtual team members get together sometimes for extended water cooler discussions improves the chances for serendipity." Steve Alexander quotes a manager as saying, "I think virtual teams are less productive in the sense that you're missing out on those corridor talks between the sales and the technical people that sometimes bring about very good results ... it's not as perfect as having everyone sit in the same building."

This conventional wisdom suggests that generating synergy (and avoiding process losses) is difficult in virtual teams because members rarely interact face-to-face. Thus, another challenge specific to virtual, but not face-to-face, teams is creating synergy without daily physical encounters. In response to this challenge, Sabre invested in teambuilding as part of its virtual team launch. Pre-launch classroom activities included developing team mission statements and core values to help members set objectives, clarify roles, build personal relationships, develop team norms, and establish group identity. Sabre also encourages virtual team members to assemble once or twice yearly. While pre-launch teambuilding and scheduled face-to-face meetings cannot fully compensate for the lack of daily informal interaction, these interventions do help team members establish a common set of goals, expectations, and operating principles.

To further instill shared purposes and goals, every team must complete a business plan outlining its annual goals and objectives. One team member commented, "Virtual teams need to understand much more so than co-located teams what goal they are working towards because you are working in such different areas and, in our case, in different countries. It plays a much stronger role if you know
what your ultimate target is going to be. Everyone is working toward the same thing. To help teams run effective virtual meetings, brainstorm solutions, resolve conflicts, and take action, Sabre relies on continuous virtual team training. Each team completes a series of CD-ROM training modules developed by the Hillsboro, Oregon consulting firm The Belgard Group. Nicknamed Tour de Teams by Sabre, the 15 training modules contain exercises and scenarios such as developing a team charter, managing a team meeting, resolving conflicts, and selecting new team members. One team member commented, “When we complete the team training modules, we have a conference call and go over all of the points. We take them very seriously. So when we have virtual meetings, we now have tools to help us stay on track and communicate effectively.”

Sabre’s experience also shows that working virtually can reduce team process losses associated with stereotyping, personality conflicts, power, politics, and cliques commonly experienced by face-to-face teams. Diversity research shows that visual cues such as race/ethnicity and gender can decrease team integration and performance in highly diverse teams. Virtual team members may be unaffected by potentially divisive demographic differences when there is minimal face-to-face contact. And, while the research is still relatively new, some researchers have found that electronic collaboration generates more minority participation, which might increase overall integration and level of attachment of minority members. Other studies show that electronic group decision support systems help virtual teams make higher quality decisions than face-to-face teams.

**Sabre’s experience also shows that working virtually can reduce team process losses associated with stereotyping, personality conflicts, power, politics, and cliques commonly experienced by face-to-face teams.**

**Lessons learned:** A critical priority for virtual team leaders is helping their virtual teams maximize process gains and minimize process losses. Sabre’s well-trained virtual teams overcome process losses. Sabre’s training begins with team-building and continues with efforts to help virtual teams create charters and mission statements, clarify goals, and develop operating norms. Sabre sustains virtual team effectiveness with an ongoing virtual training program to build new skills in meetings management, problem solving, decision-making, and other team processes. Sabre’s comprehensive training efforts allow virtual teams to create synergy by bridging barriers of time and space and collaborating effectively. Moreover, stereotyping, gossip, politics, and conflict are often minimized in virtual teams like Sabre’s.

**Challenge 3: Overcoming Feelings of Isolation and Detachment Associated With Virtual Teamwork**

Conventional wisdom: Regarding isolation in virtual teams, Cascio stated, “The major disadvantages of virtual teams are the lack of physical interaction—with its associated verbal and nonverbal cues,” and “Some level of social interaction with supervisors and coworkers is essential in almost all jobs. Without it, workers feel isolated and out of the loop.” Charles Handy has stated, “The loneliness of the long-distance executive is well documented. Few are going to be eager advocates of virtuality when it really means that work is what you do, not where you go.” Telecommuting researchers Kurland and Bailey stated, “Probably the most commonly expressed challenge of telecommuting is overcoming the isolation caused by the separation of the telecommuter from the social network of the traditional work space.” In a separate article, Kurland and Terry Egan said, “Employees’ primary reluctance about telecommuting rests on concerns about isolation,” and “Employees comment that they miss the informal interaction they garner by being in the presence of colleagues and friends.” Finally, Paula Caproni warned, “Many researchers and practitioners are concerned that high-quality relationships may be particularly difficult to achieve in teams in which team members are geographically dispersed.”

This conventional wisdom suggests that virtual team members will be less productive and satisfied than people working face-to-face due to feelings of isolation and detachment. Thus, a specific challenge for virtual team leaders that does not confront face-to-face team leaders is overcoming member feelings of isolation. Researchers have long held that people are motivated and satisfied at work, in part, as a result of interactions with coworkers. Colleagues share stories and pictures, have lunch or take breaks together, and celebrate promotions or the birth of children. In face-to-face teams, these activities occur naturally and frequently and build esprit de corps. Team leaders use team-building activities like ropes courses, bowling nights, or barbecues to solidify team co-
hesion and spirit. In virtual teams, most of these possibilities are lost.

Indeed, some virtual team members have reported feelings of alienation. Consider these comments from Sabre team members:

We get left off a lot of things because there are meetings we can’t go to for cost reasons. We miss out on those opportunities to get together and bond as a group, and that is tough sometimes. And you do feel like stepchildren sometimes.

(Dallas/Fort Worth team member)

I find that by working at home, my work is my home and I miss that interaction. I don’t have as many people to network with on issues or successes. Sometimes I can’t reach anyone by phone and it’s frustrating. When you work in an office, you just look over their cube and there they are.

(Account executive)

As much as we want to go and run the world from our bedrooms, in our slippers, we are humans, we have to be touched, seen, and heard.

(Account executive)

Sabre counteracts feelings of virtual team member isolation first by recognizing individual needs for social interaction or lack of it. While individuals with strong social needs may find virtual teamwork difficult, others desire independent, virtual work. Some Sabre employees welcome minimal social interaction and reductions in gossip, politics, and minor disruptions that often accompany face-to-face work. Others tout the advantages of working from home including reduced travel time, proximity to young children, and flexibility. In selection interviews, Sabre questions candidates on their suitability for virtual teamwork. Sabre uses realistic job previews to counter team-member isolation, which allows candidates to select out of isolating positions. Some virtual team members interact with customers, partially satisfying social needs. Sabre also gives employees options for working from home or an office where they have opportunities to interact with other Sabre employees who may, or may not, be virtual teammates.

While individuals with strong social needs may find virtual teamwork difficult, others desire independent, virtual work.

Sabre’s team-building and training sessions help overcome team-member isolation. Most consultants and researchers believe initial face-to-face meetings are critical for all team members to build personal relationships with teammates. Annual company meetings and occasional special events provide additional opportunities for face-to-face meetings. General managers frequently communicate with individual team members to reduce feelings of isolation. Since regular face-to-face interaction is not feasible, managers communicate with routine phone calls or e-mails to keep isolated team members in the loop. One Canadian manager encourages the most isolated team members to build networks of contacts within the company and to stay in close communication with headquarters. Other general managers have established mentor-protégé relationships giving isolated team members a sense of inclusion. As one manager noted, “I work constantly to counteract the out-of-sight, out-of-mind problems with virtual team members. My goal is to keep everyone fully involved.”

Lessons learned: General managers admitted that it took some time to recognize how to deal with virtual team member isolation. Initially, these managers interpreted minimal communication as a signal that all was well. Over time, however, managers recognized that some virtual team members needed more frequent and some almost daily communication. Sabre’s experience with isolated virtual team members is that feelings of detachment and alienation, while possible, can be overcome with careful attention to social needs. Psychological testing identifies members with strong social needs, realistic job previews shape expectations of prospective employees, increased client contact and teambuilding meet social needs, and virtual team leaders proactively reach out to far-flung team members. While isolation can hamper team functioning, Sabre uses a variety of techniques to minimize potential problems.

Challenge 4: Balancing Technical and Interpersonal Skills Among Virtual Team Members

Conventional wisdom: Since face-to-face interaction is minimal, some managers assume that interpersonal skills for virtual team members are less important than for face-to-face teams. For example, Beverly Geber suggests that managers should “select people who are comfortable sharing information and working with computers.” Anthony Townsend and colleagues note, “What is different about the virtual team is the amount of technical training that is required to empower the
Conventional wisdom assumes that virtual team members should be selected almost exclusively for their technical skills. After climbing a steep learning curve, Sabre's experience has been quite different. A divisional vice president captured the importance of striking a balance between technical and interpersonal skills by stating, "In our hiring in the past, we were guided by the level of technical skill, but now we are more sensitive to the level of interpersonal skills an individual brings to the equation, because this is a very key element in how these teams interact. We are more sensitive to a well-rounded person. If the work ethic is there and their ability to work with others is there, we can train them to be very effective at their jobs."

We asked team leaders and members to discuss ideal virtual team member skills. An overwhelming majority mentioned ability to communicate as most important. A close second was desire to support a team and teamwork in general. Team members also listed flexibility and adaptability in playing many different team roles. Other members discussed the importance of giving and receiving feedback. Others mentioned a sense of humor. One Canadian team member commented, "Technical job skills are important, but I tend to look at their ability to be part of a team, how they adjust to working with others, and their people skills." Managers often mentioned working independently, being a self-starter, thinking outside of the box, and taking initiative. Task-relevant skills were low on their lists. One manager commented, "It is not what the job is about. We can teach them the job. It is the right personality and the ability to get along with other team members. I don't care if they know twenty different kinds of software or not. I am more interested in how that person is going to fit into that team."

A significant challenge for virtual team leaders is recruiting, selecting, and retaining team members who have a good balance of technical and interpersonal skills. Clearly, virtual team members must have financial, marketing, or technology skills to carry out specific tasks. Moreover, all employees must be well versed in using the communications technology necessary to coordinate the efforts of a cross-functional virtual team. However, Sabre's experience suggests that virtual team members must also possess excellent interpersonal skills. In response to challenges of recruiting and selecting virtual team members with the right balance of technical and interpersonal skills, managers at Sabre have adjusted their selection procedures. Many use behavioral interviewing and scenario-based questions to assess communication and teamwork skills. For example, a Canadian manager presents this situation: "I will say, You haven't seen me for a month. You have been flying around the Northwest Territories. You are out of touch. How are you going to stay connected to us?"

A second approach to selecting virtual team members is panel interviews. Using teleconferences, prospective future virtual teammates interview job candidates, and virtual team members assess interpersonal skills and team fit. A secondary benefit is the extra effort teammates make to welcome and socialize candidates they have selected. In future years, managers may develop a variety of simulations to aid virtual team candidate assessment.

Lessons learned: At Sabre, clearly the selection of virtual team members involves assessments of both task and interpersonal skills. Contrary to conventional wisdom, just because team members seldom interact face-to-face does not mean interpersonal skills will be less important than task-relevant skills. Indeed, interpersonal skills may be more important as team members attempt to communicate effectively without relying on traditional non-verbal cues.

Challenge 5: Assessment and Recognition of Virtual Team Performance

Conventional wisdom: Again, Charles Handy put it best when he asked, "How do you manage people whom you do not see?" and "We will ... have to get accustomed to working with and managing those whom we do not see... That is harder than it sounds."

Kurland and Bailey stated, "A major challenge for managers is their inability to physically observe their employees' performance. They question, 'How do you measure productivity, build trust, and manage people who are physically out of sight?' If a manager can't see her subordinates in action, then she can't note where the employee is struggling and where he is strong... monitoring and measuring
How do you measure productivity, build trust, and manage people who are physically out of sight?

Conventional wisdom suggests that it is extraordinarily difficult for virtual team leaders to assess member performance and ensure fairness for members they rarely see. At Sabre, however, virtual team evaluations and rewards are a priority. Accordingly, Sabre developed a comprehensive, multi-tiered assessment process. First, Sabre developed a balanced scorecard for each team. At the organizational level, balanced scorecards typically elevate non-financial measures such as employee or customer satisfaction to the level of importance typically held by financial measures such as stock price or return on equity. At the team level, Sabre’s balanced scorecard consists of:

• Growth (share of the market);
• Profitability (costs versus revenue generated for each travel booking);
• Process improvement (cycle time, or the time required to order and install customer hardware); and
• Customer satisfaction (assessed with survey data collected from actual customers).

Sabre makes extraordinary efforts to monitor each team’s customer satisfaction including setting annual customer service goals. Managers collect survey data quarterly from each team’s external customers. Sabre posts team customer service scores on its intranet. Members know exactly where their team stands relative to other teams. Closely monitoring client satisfaction helps Sabre create intense customer service focus. Moreover, virtual team leaders have an external, albeit subjective, basis for evaluating and rewarding virtual teams. One developmental need for virtual teaming at Sabre is allowing more team-member input in setting customer service goals. Presently, management still controls this decision-making aspect.

Another important element of the balanced scorecard is process improvement (i.e., cycle time) or the extent to which team members reduce the time from the placement of an order to the installation of, and training on, a reservation system. Process improvement is an objective measure of team learning at Sabre. Thus, Sabre’s teams are responsible for both day-to-day work and continuous improvement of their processes and cycle time.

Managers also assess individual team member performance. Sabre tracks objective individual performance measures such as number of installations, development of new business, number of individuals trained to use a system, accuracy of financial contracts, and customer retention. Because these measures are objective and quantifiable, evaluations are much less susceptible to stereotyping, favoritism, or other contaminating perceptual biases. Ironically, virtual team member evaluations may be more accurate than evaluations of face-to-face team members. Biases induced by demographic differences such as race, gender, and age can lower both individual performance ratings and team ratings. Contamination of evaluations by perceptual biases is less likely when team leaders have extensive objective data.

In addition to objective measures, general managers track subtle virtual team member behavior such as taking leadership roles during virtual team meetings, suggesting internal quality improvement strategies, coaching new team members off-line, and other intangible actions that enhance team effectiveness. General managers monitor electronic discussions, team e-mails, and other team activities. Managers often have more accurate records of individual contributions to virtual teams than they do from informal observations of face-to-face teams. They also supplement their own evaluations with peer evaluations. Using modified 360-degree performance evaluations, general managers collect peer and even customer input electronically.

General managers also provide timely feedback and resolve performance problems quickly. Some managers emphasize choosing appropriate communications media to deliver constructive feedback. They recommend using two-way communication channels such as teleconferences so feedback delivery can be followed immediately by interactive problem-solving or counseling sessions. Communicating constructive feedback from a distance forces managers to do more research, collect and analyze all of the relevant facts, and carefully craft messages. Knowing that their ability to resolve misunderstandings is constrained, managers emphasize careful preparation. Moreover, managers identify ahead of time resources that teams can tap in responding to problems. Other managers hold regularly scheduled monthly virtual meetings with each team member. One manager said, “It has to be a two-way street. They have to feel comfortable being honest and straightforward with me even with the bad stuff. I find that communicating electronically overcomes some of the interpersonal

[employee] performance remain problematic and a source of concern.” Cascio said, “By far the biggest challenge is performance management.”

Conventional wisdom suggests that it is extraordinarily difficult for virtual team leaders to assess member performance and ensure fairness for members they rarely see. At Sabre, however, virtual team evaluations and rewards are a priority. Accordingly, Sabre developed a comprehensive, multi-tiered assessment process. First, Sabre developed a balanced scorecard for each team. At the organizational level, balanced scorecards typically elevate non-financial measures such as employee or customer satisfaction to the level of importance typically held by financial measures such as stock price or return on equity. At the team level, Sabre’s balanced scorecard consists of:

• Growth (share of the market);
• Profitability (costs versus revenue generated for each travel booking);
• Process improvement (cycle time, or the time required to order and install customer hardware); and
• Customer satisfaction (assessed with survey data collected from actual customers).

Sabre makes extraordinary efforts to monitor each team’s customer satisfaction including setting annual customer service goals. Managers collect survey data quarterly from each team’s external customers. Sabre posts team customer service scores on its intranet. Members know exactly where their team stands relative to other teams. Closely monitoring client satisfaction helps Sabre create intense customer service focus. Moreover, virtual team leaders have an external, albeit subjective, basis for evaluating and rewarding virtual teams. One developmental need for virtual teaming at Sabre is allowing more team-member input in setting customer service goals. Presently, management still controls this decision-making aspect.

Another important element of the balanced scorecard is process improvement (i.e., cycle time) or the extent to which team members reduce the time from the placement of an order to the installation of, and training on, a reservation system. Process improvement is an objective measure of team learning at Sabre. Thus, Sabre’s teams are responsible for both day-to-day work and continuous improvement of their processes and cycle time.

Managers also assess individual team member performance. Sabre tracks objective individual performance measures such as number of installations, development of new business, number of individuals trained to use a system, accuracy of financial contracts, and customer retention. Because these measures are objective and quantifiable, evaluations are much less susceptible to stereotyping, favoritism, or other contaminating perceptual biases. Ironically, virtual team member evaluations may be more accurate than evaluations of face-to-face team members. Biases induced by demographic differences such as race, gender, and age can lower both individual performance ratings and team ratings. Contamination of evaluations by perceptual biases is less likely when team leaders have extensive objective data.

In addition to objective measures, general managers track subtle virtual team member behavior such as taking leadership roles during virtual team meetings, suggesting internal quality improvement strategies, coaching new team members off-line, and other intangible actions that enhance team effectiveness. General managers monitor electronic discussions, team e-mails, and other team activities. Managers often have more accurate records of individual contributions to virtual teams than they do from informal observations of face-to-face teams. They also supplement their own evaluations with peer evaluations. Using modified 360-degree performance evaluations, general managers collect peer and even customer input electronically.

General managers also provide timely feedback and resolve performance problems quickly. Some managers emphasize choosing appropriate communications media to deliver constructive feedback. They recommend using two-way communication channels such as teleconferences so feedback delivery can be followed immediately by interactive problem-solving or counseling sessions. Communicating constructive feedback from a distance forces managers to do more research, collect and analyze all of the relevant facts, and carefully craft messages. Knowing that their ability to resolve misunderstandings is constrained, managers emphasize careful preparation. Moreover, managers identify ahead of time resources that teams can tap in responding to problems. Other managers hold regularly scheduled monthly virtual meetings with each team member. One manager said, “It has to be a two-way street. They have to feel comfortable being honest and straightforward with me even with the bad stuff. I find that communicating electronically overcomes some of the interpersonal

[employee] performance remain problematic and a source of concern.” Cascio said, “By far the biggest challenge is performance management.”

Conventional wisdom suggests that it is extraordinarily difficult for virtual team leaders to assess member performance and ensure fairness for members they rarely see. At Sabre, however, virtual team evaluations and rewards are a priority. Accordingly, Sabre developed a comprehensive, multi-tiered assessment process. First, Sabre developed a balanced scorecard for each team. At the organizational level, balanced scorecards typically elevate non-financial measures such as employee or customer satisfaction to the level of importance typically held by financial measures such as stock price or return on equity. At the team level, Sabre’s balanced scorecard consists of:

• Growth (share of the market);
• Profitability (costs versus revenue generated for each travel booking);
• Process improvement (cycle time, or the time required to order and install customer hardware); and
• Customer satisfaction (assessed with survey data collected from actual customers).

Sabre makes extraordinary efforts to monitor each team’s customer satisfaction including setting annual customer service goals. Managers collect survey data quarterly from each team’s external customers. Sabre posts team customer service scores on its intranet. Members know exactly where their team stands relative to other teams. Closely monitoring client satisfaction helps Sabre create intense customer service focus. Moreover, virtual team leaders have an external, albeit subjective, basis for evaluating and rewarding virtual teams. One developmental need for virtual teaming at Sabre is allowing more team-member input in setting customer service goals. Presently, management still controls this decision-making aspect.

Another important element of the balanced scorecard is process improvement (i.e., cycle time) or the extent to which team members reduce the time from the placement of an order to the installation of, and training on, a reservation system. Process improvement is an objective measure of team learning at Sabre. Thus, Sabre’s teams are responsible for both day-to-day work and continuous improvement of their processes and cycle time.

Managers also assess individual team member performance. Sabre tracks objective individual performance measures such as number of installations, development of new business, number of individuals trained to use a system, accuracy of financial contracts, and customer retention. Because these measures are objective and quantifiable, evaluations are much less susceptible to stereotyping, favoritism, or other contaminating perceptual biases. Ironically, virtual team member evaluations may be more accurate than evaluations of face-to-face team members. Biases induced by demographic differences such as race, gender, and age can lower both individual performance ratings and team ratings. Contamination of evaluations by perceptual biases is less likely when team leaders have extensive objective data.

In addition to objective measures, general managers track subtle virtual team member behavior such as taking leadership roles during virtual team meetings, suggesting internal quality improvement strategies, coaching new team members off-line, and other intangible actions that enhance team effectiveness. General managers monitor electronic discussions, team e-mails, and other team activities. Managers often have more accurate records of individual contributions to virtual teams than they do from informal observations of face-to-face teams. They also supplement their own evaluations with peer evaluations. Using modified 360-degree performance evaluations, general managers collect peer and even customer input electronically.

General managers also provide timely feedback and resolve performance problems quickly. Some managers emphasize choosing appropriate communications media to deliver constructive feedback. They recommend using two-way communication channels such as teleconferences so feedback delivery can be followed immediately by interactive problem-solving or counseling sessions. Communicating constructive feedback from a distance forces managers to do more research, collect and analyze all of the relevant facts, and carefully craft messages. Knowing that their ability to resolve misunderstandings is constrained, managers emphasize careful preparation. Moreover, managers identify ahead of time resources that teams can tap in responding to problems. Other managers hold regularly scheduled monthly virtual meetings with each team member. One manager said, “It has to be a two-way street. They have to feel comfortable being honest and straightforward with me even with the bad stuff. I find that communicating electronically overcomes some of the interpersonal
issues that might have made me hold back in the past."

Communicating constructive feedback from a distance forces managers to do more research, collect and analyze all of the relevant facts, and carefully craft messages. Knowing that their ability to resolve misunderstandings is constrained, managers emphasize careful preparation.

Lessons learned: Sabre has built a comprehensive performance review system. The balanced scorecard provides an excellent approach for measuring team effectiveness. Sabre assesses individual contributions to team effectiveness by monitoring electronic communications and systematically collecting data from peers and direct reports using 360-degree assessments. Performance data provide a solid foundation for recognizing and rewarding team and individual performance, developing new training programs to assist virtual teams, and identifying individual team members who can benefit from off-line mentoring and coaching. Managers have developed effective techniques to deliver feedback. As one manager stated, "Most everyone's work is measured in the results they produce and through statistics, and it can all be pulled out systematically for each individual." In the virtual workplace, team members can be judged more on what they actually do rather than on what they appear to be doing.

Continuous Improvement at Sabre

While we have focused on positive aspects of Sabre's virtual teams, some lessons were learned only after trial and error. For example, managers said that recognizing the sense of isolation among virtual team members took time. Similarly, some general managers reported initial reluctance to provide strong negative feedback virtually, preferring face-to-face meetings.

Our research identified a variety of other problems associated with managing and supporting virtual teams at Sabre. General managers still struggle with finding effective strategies for empowering virtual teams. Human Resources continues to fine-tune the content and delivery of virtual team training. Lastly, Sabre still struggles with the appropriate mix of rewards for individual contributions and team performance. While we have emphasized Sabre's positive lessons learned, these lessons were learned after false starts, stumbles, and reassessments. Moreover, new problems require continuous fine-tuning. Working with similar organizations, we found that this ongoing process of adaptation and adjustment is crucial to maximize virtual team effectiveness. Permanent, inflexible programs or policies such as a rigid structure or one-shot training do not provide adequate support for collaboration such as virtual teaming, in which members themselves are expected to grapple with uncertainty, innovate, and remain flexible.

One key to promoting ongoing adaptation at Sabre is communities of practice (or what Sabre calls Centers for Excellence) where virtual team members in the North American division and beyond (including Sabre employees in Latin America, Europe, and Asia) share best practices. The Centers for Excellence, started in 2001 in the areas of sales, technology, training, and operations, are designed to provide innovative process solutions from Sabre's global operations. An excellent example is Sabre's 24/7 Learning Café. Developed by the technology Center for Excellence, the Café is an on-line training scheduler that allows Sabre employees worldwide to schedule and access virtual training modules such as "Coaching and Developing Others" and "New Product Training." More recently, the operations Center for Excellence developed a standardized product-demonstration tool that allows account executives, regardless of their experience level or location, to provide consistent demonstrations to customers of state-of-the-art reservation systems. The Centers for Excellence allow learning to occur within and across Sabre's virtual teams despite the conventional wisdom that process improvements occur in serendipitous face-to-face encounters in traditional work settings. The ability to establish and re-establish equilibrium between changing needs and requirements is a critical competency for organizations utilizing virtual teams.

Have Virtual Teams Improved Sabre's Bottom-Line Results?

Most of the interviewees at Sabre agreed that the transition from traditional, functional, face-to-face teams to cross-functional, virtual teams improved customer service. Regarding objective measures, after Sabre introduced cross-functional virtual teams, customer satisfaction ratings improved each year from a low of 68 percent in 1997 to 85 percent in 2000. In addition, North American market share increased from 43 percent in 1997 to 50 percent in 2000. Also during this period, Sabre's number of travel bookings increased significantly each year. While we cannot attribute all of these improvements solely to Sabre's
implementation of virtual teams, clearly customers have responded positively to the changes at Sabre, which include using virtual teams.

However, benefits such as improved customer service are only half of the equation needed to assess virtual teaming effectiveness. In determining any return on investment, managers must also assess costs of implementing organizational designs. A central issue for virtual teams is the difficulty of assigning monetary values to costs that are not easily quantified. These may include opportunity costs associated with internal resources devoted to the team. Several researchers have suggested calculating costs of team-member time and support-person time based on average salary and time spent with virtual teams. Data regarding costs and benefits of virtual teaming can then be used to compare different virtual efforts using the same metric. The goal of such an analysis is determining if a virtual team’s charter is consistent with a company’s bottom-line objectives. Given the substantial resources necessary to support virtual teams, these are important questions to address in designing virtual teams and setting them up for success.

A central issue for virtual teams is the difficulty of assigning monetary values to costs that are not easily quantified.

Virtual Teams: The Way Business Is Evolving

Using Sabre’s experiences, we have highlighted five critical challenges that organizations face when implementing and using virtual teams. As organizations expand globally, the need to tap the talents, experience, and special skills of employees working in distant locations will increase. Most corporate executives predict that technology-mediated communication and virtual teaming will increasingly replace physical travel. However, creating and supporting virtual teams is a very difficult assignment. Identifying challenges ahead and learning from the Sabre experience represents a good place to start. In the words of one Sabre executive, “I think that virtual teams are inevitably the way business is evolving. We are working hard to get ahead of the curve.”

Appendix

Summary of Methodology Used to Study Virtual Teams at Sabre

We selected Sabre’s North American Sales and Service, Operations, and Financial Services Division based on its extensive use of virtual teams. Our work with other organizations using virtual teams suggests that Sabre’s use is representative and comparable to that of the typical organization. From Sabre’s 65 cross-functional virtual teams, members of a representative subset of 18 teams (i.e., varying by division, region, size of customer, and country) were selected to participate in face-to-face interviews. From these 18 teams, a representative subset of 58 team members (34 percent of the total of 168 members) was interviewed based on variance in job function, demographics, and organizational tenure. We also interviewed the 11 team leaders of these 18 teams (some team leaders led more than one team), six divisional vice presidents who supervised the team leaders, and the executive vice president of the North American Division (for a total of 76 interviews). No team members or leaders declined to be interviewed.

Separate interview protocols were developed for each of the three organizational levels, and all interviewees within each level were asked identical questions. Each of the researchers (i.e., the first four coauthors of this paper) interviewed a roughly equal number of team members and leaders. The researchers had no prior relationship with Sabre or any virtual team members before the two entities entered into a research partnership. The researchers traveled from New York to California and from Quebec to British Columbia to meet virtual team members and leaders. Each interview lasted for one hour. The interviews were tape recorded and in some cases videotape recorded. Full transcriptions of each interview were prepared. All of the researchers participated in the divisional and executive vice president interviews via conference call. The interviewees were told that Sabre and the researchers had formed a partnership to examine the key drivers of, and significant obstacles to, virtual team effectiveness. All respondents were assured that their interview and survey responses were the property of the researchers and that only summary data would be returned to Sabre. Thus, their responses were confidential. Total time to conduct and analyze the interviews was six months. Sample virtual team member interview questions included:

- Describe the main differences between the teams you have worked on before in this company and your current virtual team.
- Describe the special challenges you have encountered working virtually.
- If you were involved in the hiring of a new member of your virtual team, what characteristics would you look for?
- What specific behaviors has your team leader (general manager) demonstrated that particularly help the functioning of your virtual team?

Regarding data analysis, all researchers read each interview transcript and created their own categories and themes. Each researcher then collected representative comments under each category. The researchers then met face-to-face to compare the categories. Discrepancies were resolved, and the researchers agreed upon a consensus set of categories. Representative comments were then collated by category. This process allowed us to retain only those themes that were represented by a large number of respondent comments.
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